CORSETT-MAKING CLASSES BY
BEATA SIEVI

Beata Sievi
Beata Sievi is professionally trained dressmaker and since 1999 owner her own corset
making studio. She is the only one in Switzerland specialized in custom-made
corsetry. In the 15 years of her activity she has both worked for stage artists such as
Cecilia Bartoli, as well as numerous private clients. She has staged several fashion
shows where she was also director and stylist. Her blog www.beatasievi.com informs
about her extensive creative work.

Corsett-making - the expertise that can only be passed on personally

The corset has been for four centuries the most important fashion accessory used to
to emphasize feminine beauty. Its shape and external design went through a constant
change. Already in the 18 century, corset maker established its own guild. The
knowledge about the complex corset craft was kept secret for decades.
Today, in the age of digital communication, we experience both growing interest in the
corset as an object, as well as the dissemination of knowledge about corset
manufacturing. For someone, who is not very familiar with the corset sewing skills, it
can be time consuming and difficult to distinguish the true knowledge from misleading
clues. Beata Sievi represents the traditional belief that the fastest way to learn is taking
lessons with an experienced and enthusiastic teacher. She teaches corset making
since 2009 and her courses are being visited and appreciated by many professional
dressmakers
from
Switzerland,
Germany
and
Austria.

The unique teaching offer of Beata Sievi is characterized by the following features:

Deep expertise in the corsetry:
• Historical and modern corset-pattern making
• diversity and innovative design of the corset-forms
• Wide range of high-quality processing techniques
• Deep understanding of the connection between the form and processing technique
• In-depth research into the corset history
Methodological competence:
• precision and systematics in the structure of courses
• strategies that facilitate the personal work
• training based on practical experience for the practice
• instruction in German, English and French
Flexible teaching modules:
• private lessons and courses
• short advanced seminars
• monitoring of individual projects
• support your overall professional development in the field of corset-making
Corset-Pattern Boutique for course participants
Blog with articles about the corset history and craft: www.ecoleducorsetentrenous.com
Below you will find a detailed description of all the courses that can be booked as
private courses currently. If you don’t find what you're interested in, please send us
your custom request to: atelier@entrenous.ch.

COURSE 1.
TRADITIONAL CORSET - 2 DAYS
Introduction to the main processing techniques

Course description
The course is an ideal introduction for all dressmakers, who want to acquire a solid understanding of
the corset crafts. It requires a good sewing skill. Experience in corsetry is not necessary. During two
days, you will make a demonstration corset in the size 38 according to a provided pattern. You will
learn to work with different interfacings and different methods for inserting bones – even though in
the reality you will later choose only one of these methods, according to the effect you wish. Your
demonstration corset is not a product to wear, but an example of processing methods and will serve
you later to remember all the technics. If you are interested in learning patternmaking and fitting –
this is a subject of another course.

Course content
INTRODUCTION:
• Change the female silhouette and corset shapes over four centuries
• Corset making tools and supply
• Criteria for the selection of the corset fabric
PRACTICAL WORK:
• Cut the corset fabric and the different types of interfacing
• Different techniques of interfacing processing
• Preparation of busk and lacing
• assembling the corset panels and achieving the form
• Various methods for the incorporation of the bones
• cutting and inserting the corset bones
• Various edge-edgings

Practical information on registration and participation:
COSTS:
1 person: 2 x 7 lessons of 60 min: CHF 720 + Material costs CHF 120 = CHF 840
The pattern of standard size 38 is not included in the price but only provided for the duration of the
course at your disposal, however it can be obtained separately. (Cost CHF 55 per size).
PLACE AND DATE:
Date by appointment.
Time: 10: 00-18: 00 clock (including 1 hour for lunch.)
Location: Beata Sievi Corset Artist, Neuwiesenstrasse 97, 8400 Winterthur, Switzerland
TOOLS:
Course participants bring their personal sewing tools: cutting scissors, small, white uni-ball (office
supplies) scissors, paper Scissors, pins, hand sewing needles, thimble set square, measuring tape,
marking tools

REGISTRATION: atelier@entrenous.ch
QUESTIONS: atelier@entrenous.ch or 052 213 90 89
CONDITIONS:
Your registration will be confirmed via email and will be considered as binding. In addition, you will
receive a written confirmation of participation and an invoice.
The payment period is 10 days. Upon receipt of your course fees to our account, your participation is
confirmed. You can transfer your booked course place to a person, who meets the applicable
requirements for this course.
In case of cancellation without replacement person up to 1 month in advance, we make 50% of
course fees into account.
In case of late cancellation or non-participation the entire course fee is due. However, you get the
opportunity to attend the course on another date; we charge 20 % of the course fee for the
inconvenience.

COURSE 2.
TRADITIONAL CORSETT FOR YOR OWN MEASURE
– 1 DAY
Pattern making and mock-up fitting

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Basic block and corset pattern:





taking measurements
compression of the waist, modelling the figure
drawing of basic block according to German “Müller and Sohn” system for tailors
developing corset pattern

Preparing and fitting a test model / mock-up:





Fast ways of sewing a mock-up including bones
fitting
discussion on the fitting errors and how to remove them
corrections

MORE fittings and consultations have not included in the course price, but can be agreed
individually.
IPMORTANT REQUIREMENTS
The course requires a good knowledge of sewing skill and experience in the sectional drawing.
Otherwise, it is not possible to realize the program in one day. I therefore ask upon registration to
specify your work experience and current professional activity.

Practical information on registration and participation:
COSTS:
1 person: 8 lessons of 60 min: CHF 460 + Material costs CHF 40 = CHF 500
The pattern of standard size 38 is not included in the price but only provided for the duration of the
course at your disposal, however it can be obtained separately
PLACE AND DATE:
Date by appointment.
Time: 09:00-19:00 (including 1 hour for lunch.)
Location: Beata Sievi Corset Artist, Neuwiesenstrasse 97, 8400 Winterthur, Switzerland
TOOLS:
Course participants bring their personal sewing tools: cutting scissors, small, white uni-ball (office
supplies) scissors, paper Scissors, pins, hand sewing needles, thimble set square, measuring tape,
marking tools

REGISTRATION: atelier@entrenous.ch
QUESTIONS: atelier@entrenous.ch or 052 213 90 89
CONDITIONS:
Your registration will be confirmed via email and will be considered as binding. In addition, you will
receive a written confirmation of participation and an invoice.
The payment period is 10 days. Upon receipt of your course fees to our account, your participation is
confirmed. You can transfer your booked course place to a person, who meets the applicable
requirements for this course.
In case of cancellation without replacement person up to 1 month in advance, we make 50% of
course fees into account.
In case of late cancellation or non-participation the entire course fee is due. However, you get the
opportunity to attend the course on another date; we charge 20 % of the course fee for the
inconvenience.

